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2018 CFA Society Ottawa Forum

+ 400 Member Celebration + Career Fair Wine & Cheese
September 11, 2018 | SHAW CONVENTION CENTRE
FORUM BEGINS AT 10:30AM • LUNCH AT 12:00PM
•NETWORKING BEGINS AT 4:50PM•CAREER FAIR BEGINS AT 5:30

COST

Members 25$
Non-Members 50$
For sponsorship options please see the
following sponsorship package.

Key Note Speaker
Paul Smith, CFA, is President and CEO of
CFA Institute, a global association of more
than 150,000 members.
To this role, Paul brings extensive, global experience in the
investment management industry. He is a measured
risk-taker and innovator, has directed entry into new
markets, overseen global asset allocation, is well-versed in
creating new products, and has wide-ranging skills setting
world class client service standards. Paul is a financial
services veteran, with more than 30 years of experience,
20 years in Asia.

Event Description
The Forum Conference will be a full day of networking
and speaking events featuring the CFAI President and
CEO, Paul Smith. Participants will have the opportunity to
learn from and engage with experts representing several
asset classes from fixed income, alternatives and equity investments. The event is sure to be entertaining as well as
educational. Forum sponsors have the option of appointing
a speaker to one of seven speaking slots during the conferconfer
ence.
The Forum will be followed by a 400+ Member
Social Celebration and Networking Event. Attendees
and those who could not make the conference will have an
opportunity to network and celebrate the new member
milestone over cocktails.
Following the 400+ Member Celebration will be the
Career Fair Wine & Cheese event. Students and job
seekers will have the opportunity to network with some of
the most prominent and sought-after employers interested
in accessing CFA charterholders and candidates.

UPCOMING EVENTS
SEPTEMBER 11, 2018
THE FORUM CONFERENCE
The Forum Conference will be a full day of networking and
speaking events featuring the CFAI President and CEO, Paul
Smith. Participants will have the opportunity to learn from
and engage with experts representing several asset classes
from fixed income, alternatives and equity investments. The
event is sure to be entertaining as well as educational. The
Forum will be followed by a 400+ Member Social Celebration and Networking Event.
For more information, click here.

SEPTEMBER 11, 2018
2nd ANNUAL CFA SOCIETY OTTAWA CAREER
FAIR: WINE AND CHEESE NETWORKING EVENT
The CFA Society Ottawa will host its 2nd annual career fair
for CFA charterholders/candidates and employers in the
National Capital Region. This wine and cheese event will be
a valuable opportunity to promote your organization to a
group of highly qualified investment/finance professionals.
Sponsorship opportunities are available for employers requiring a dedicated exhibit booth for distribution of marketing
materials. This year’s career fair wine and cheese event will
feature keynote speaker Mr. Paul Smith, CEO of the CFA
Institute following the inaugural CFA Society Forum event.
Free to attend for CFA Society Ottawa members,
CFA Candidates and University students
Place: Shaw Convention Centre,
55 Colonel By Drive, Ottawa

OCTOBER 5, 2018
REDBLACKS GAME VS. BLUEBOMBERS
The CFA Society Ottawa and the Ottawa Redblacks
are pleased to announce a very special Networking Event.
Come and support our Ottawa Redblacks and enjoy a
networking pre-game social. The Redblacks are off to a
great start this season and tickets are going fast. CFA Society
Ottawa was able to obtain 30 seats, centerfield, at a reduced
price for our members. Please order before they are all sold out.
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SOCIETIES NEARBY
10 YEARS LATER: THE EVOLUTION OF THE
ASSET MANAGEMENT INDUSTRY SINCE
THE FINANCIAL CRISIS
SEPTEMBER 18, 2018 | MONTREAL
THE MANAGEMENT OF YOUR CAREER AS
THE NEW JOB SECURITY
OCTOBER 2, 2018 | TORONTO
SEASON KICK OFF COCKTAIL
OCTOBER 4, 2018 | MONTREAL
2018 ANNUAL INVESTMENT DINNER
NOVEMBER 1, 2018 | TORONTO

GLOBAL
22ND ANNUAL GIPS CONFERENCE
SEPTEMBER 13-14, 2018 | AUSTIN, TEXAS, USA
DIVERSITY & INCLUSION 2018:
STRATEGIES FOR SUCCESS
SEPT 20-21, 2018, SAN FRANCISCO, USA
FIXED-INCOME MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE 2018
OCTOBER 11-12, 2018 | BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTES, USA

WEBINARS
ETHICAL DECISION-MAKING
SEPTEMBER 12, 2018

More at: www.CFAInstitute.org > Insights & Learning

2nd Annual CFA Society Ottawa

CAREER
FAIR
WINE AND CHEESE NETWORKING EVENT

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 11, 2018 | 5:30PM-8:00PM | SHAW CONVENTION CENTRE
55 COLONEL BY DRIVE, OTTAWA, ON K1N 9J2

This year’s career fair wine and cheese event will feature keynote speaker Mr. Paul Smith,
CEO of the CFA Institute following the inaugural CFA Society Forum event.

COST OF SPONSORSHIP:
$1000 for dedicated display table, 4 company representative tickets,
promotion in email announcements and CFA Society Ottawa website,
sponsor promotional signage at the event, as well as complimentary
wine and hors d’oeuvres throughout the evening.
SPONSORSHIP REGISTRATION DEADLINE: AUGUST 17, 2018

FREE TO ATTEND FOR CFA SOCIETY OTTAWA MEMBERS, CFA CANDIDATES AND UNIVERSITY STUDENTS.

RECENT CFA SOCIETY
OTTAWA EVENTS
MAY 30, 2018
PUTTING INVESTORS FIRST
As part of the Putting Investors First initiative, CFA
Society Ottawa hosted a luncheon on May 30th
featuring two Managing Directors from Blackrock:
Mark Warner and Kelly Schneiter – who discussed
their firm’s approach to investment risk management
and gave an overview of their risk analytics through
Blackrock’s Aladdin investment platform.

JUNE 29, 2018
GOLF TOURNAMENT
On June 29th, 32 members ended the Society’s
fiscal year with a beautiful summer afternoon at
Greyhawk Golf Course. Golfers enjoyed a round
of golf, lunch, cocktails, and good company with
their fellow members.

DELIVERING MEMBER VALUE
FOR A STRONG INVESTMENT
COMMUNITY
TRUST | ETHICS | PROFESSIONALSM
STRATEGIC EVENTS
• Forecast Dinner
• Women in Investment
Management
• Industry Expert
Knowledge Sharing
• Member Celebrations

EDUCATION
• Forum Conference
• Continuing Professional
Development
• University Relations
• Mock Exams
• Financial Literacy

CAREER SUPPORT
• Mentorship Program
• Career Fair Wine & Cheese
• Job Board
• Networking Opportunities

COMMUNICATION
• Newsletters
• Social Media
• Brand Awareness
Campaigns
• Society Updates
• Member Discounts

cfasociety.org/ottawa

YEAR IN REVIEW
MESSAGE FROM THE
OUTGOING PRESIDENT
Our Society is focused on delivering value for its
members and I have been a fortunate beneficiary for
several years. The vibrant investment community in
Ottawa has provided me with opportunities to further
my professional development, build relationships
with a diverse group of peers, and gain a broad
perspective for our industry and its purpose.

Wesley Blight, CFA
Outgoing President, CFA Society Ottawa

When I think about the value we, as CFA charterholders,
provide to our investors, I don’t often reflect on the
learning gained through the CFA program itself. The
program provides an important foundation, however,
the inputs required for ongoing investment success
are broader than what’s included in the curriculum.
In my view, the knowledge gained from our investment
community, whether it be the Society’s continuing
education events, its active mentoring relationships,
or members sharing their unique experiences, are
critically important components of making
appropriate decisions for our investors.
Your active involvement with CFA Society Ottawa
is what makes our investment community a
tremendous success. Thank you.
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YEAR IN REVIEW
MESSAGE FROM THE
UPCOMING PRESIDENT
I am proud to say that I am a member of
CFA Society Ottawa.
This is a testament to the level of commitment and
dedication that our volunteers have contributed to
our society over the years, and I would like to take
this opportunity to express my gratitude for their
continued energy and drive to deliver value for
our ever expanding 400+ membership base.

Sean Kulik, CPA, CA, CFA, CAIA
Upcoming President, CFA Society Ottawa

As our society continues to grow in membership
numbers, so has our volunteer base, along with it
the types of events and offerings that our society can
provide. This is an exciting year to be a part of the
society, as we continue to expand our programming
lineup introducing our first ever Conference Forum.
This event will include a full day of investment educational content, a social networking opportunity,
and our second annual Career Fair Wine and Cheese.
We will continue to build and enhance our existing
line up of events, inclusive of our Forecast Dinner,
our Women In Investment Management Initiative,
industry expert sharing events, and our many other
networking opportunities.
Our mission is to support the business and professional
growth of our members by promoting awareness of
the CFA charter amongst the local community, key
employers and the investing public, and by providing
opportunities for the local financial community to
gather in a collegial atmosphere of knowledge sharing
and networking. I am confident that our board and
executive team will continue to strive towards that
goal on your behalf.
We appreciate your input and your support and look
forward to engaging with you at one of our many
events this year.
Sean Kulik, CPA, CA, CFA, CAIA
President, CFA Society Ottawa
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LOCAL DEVELOPMENTS & INITIATIVES

Women in Capital Markets and Carleton University
career event on October 10, 2017.

CFA SOCIETY OTTAWA WOMEN IN
INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT INITIATIVE
YEAR IN REVIEW
The CFA Institute established the Women in Investment Management initiative with the aim of improving investor outcomes by encouraging diversity in the
investment management profession. The goals of the
initiative are to:
• Increase the number of women who join the
		 profession and earn the CFA charter;
• Retain women in the profession and influence
		 culture from within; and,
• Create demand for diversity as an
		 industry imperative.

Building on the foundation developed by the Institute,
the CFA Society Ottawa launched its own Women in Investment Management (WIIM) initiative in June 2017
with a luncheon during which attendees participated
in small format facilitated discussions to tackle questions such as the competitive advantages of workplace
gender diversity and advice for overcoming obstacles
for women financial professionals. Through this event,
the CFA Society Ottawa was able to gather invaluable
feedback and ideas to form the basis for future activities. Key takeaways from the event included:
• Thinking About Diversity: the importance
		 of creating a lasting, inclusive discussion about
		 diversity that encompasses all levels (e.g.,
		 Boards) and all types of diversity
		 (e.g., cognitive diversity).

9

LOCAL DEVELOPMENTS & INITIATIVES CONTINUED
• Recruitment: prioritizing diversity in the
		 recruitment process, encouraging female
		 applicants, building application and interview
		 skills, and better understanding women’s
		 career goals and aspirations.
• Career Development: encouraging women to
		 pursue careers in finance from an early age,
		 and doing a better job of promoting the
		 finance industry to women.
• Work/Life Balance: learning to better
		 understand and accommodate work-life
		 balance needs.
• Impacting Youth: focusing in financial literacy
		 and the possibilities of a career in finance from
		 a young age, leveraging technology and other
		 organizations to reach youth.
Following this first event, a small working group
was established to guide and implement the
initiative going forward. Activities to date have
included the following:
• The Society sent a delegate to the CFA Institute
		 Alpha and Gender Diversity Conference on
		 September 18-19, 2017 in Toronto. Maral
		 Chukhalkhuu, local charterholder and member
		 of the WIIM working group, reported live on behalf
		 of the Society from the conference on social media,
		 met with other attendees to share and gather ideas,
		 reported ideas back to the Society, and wrote an
		 article for the CFA Society Ottawa’s November 2017
		 Newsletter about her experience.
• The Society supported a career event hosted by
		 Toronto-based organization Women in Capital 		
		 Markets and Carleton University on October 10,
		 2017 to inform students of the different career
		 paths in investment banking and capital markets,
		 what it is “really like”, how to prepare for success,
		 and encourage female interest in the field. Local
		 charterholders Marie-Josée Lambert, Director,
		 Crown Corporation and Currency, Department of
		 Finance and Janet McKeage, Vice President and
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Investment Counsellor, RBC Wealth Management –
PH&N Investment Counsel participated in the
event as panelists, and the CFA Society Ottawa
attended to provide students information
on the CFA program.

• On November 29, 2017, the Society hosted a panel
		 luncheon on the Value of a Cognitively Diverse
		 Team in Asset Management – In Theory and In
		 Practice, which focused on how investment
		 management teams are designed and work together.
		 The luncheon included a presentation on compo		 nents of, and empirical evidence for, creating
		 cognitively diverse teams in asset management by
		 Nadia Savva, Director of Institutional Sales in
		 Canada, MFS, followed by two real-world and local
		 case studies by Debra Alves, Managing Director/		
		 CEO, CBC Pension Plan and Andrew Frank,
		 Vice President and Branch Manager, RBC
		 Dominion Securities.
• On February 27, 2018, a group of students and CFA
		 candidates gathered for lunch with local charter		 holder Janet McKeage, Vice President and Invest		 ment Counsellor, RBC Wealth Management –
		 PH&N Investment Counsel. The purpose of the
		 lunch was for a small group of young women to
		 have the opportunity to meet Janet in an informal
		 setting, hear about her career experiences, and ask
		 questions and seek advice.
• The CFA Society Ottawa’s May 2018 Newsletter
		 featured a profile on Alison Nankivell, Vice
		 President, Global Expansion, BDC Capital,
		 Business Development Bank of Canada. The
		 interview and article are the work of local
		 charterholder and WIIM working group member
		 Avideh Mahdavi. The purpose of such profiles is to
		 demonstrate the varied backgrounds of, and
		 career paths available to, CFA charterholders.
Beyond the aforementioned activities, efforts have also
been made to ensure that the themes of WIIM carry
through all CFA Society Ottawa initiatives:

LOCAL DEVELOPMENTS & INITIATIVES CONTINUED
• Mentorship Program: The Society’s Mentorship
		 Program connects mentees to mentors in their area
		 of interest, creating connections that can provide
		 invaluable guidance at critical points in a young
		 professional’s career path. The Society continually
		 strives to increase participation in this initiative,
		 including by forming mentee/mentor connections
		 among women already working in financial
		 services and young women beginning their
		 careers in the industry.
• Career Fair: The Society hosted a Career Fair for
		 charterholders, candidates, investment professionals,
		 and university students on September 27, 2017.
		 WIIM working group members attended the Career
		 Fair and the Society distributed WIIM-related
		 materials at the event (e.g., CFA Institute Women’s
		 Scholarship fact-card).
• Financial Literacy Initiative: On November 21,
		 2017, the CFA Society Ottawa partnered with
		 Junior Achievement for a second time to deliver
		 the JA ‘Economics for Success’ program to grade
		 8 students. Working with Carleton University,
		 the Society arranged to have three women
		 (one charterholder and two finance students)
		 deliver the program.

A great thanks is owed to the many CFA members,
candidates and students (both women and men!) that
have helped make the WIIM initiative a success thus
far. We have truly enjoyed working with you to build
this initiative from the ground up. The CFA Society
Ottawa is committed to continuing its work on this
important topic, in particular through:
• Looking for additional opportunities to better
		 promote the finance industry and CFA
		 designation to women.
• Improving communication of CFA Society Ottawa
		 events and initiatives (e.g., the Mentorship
		 Program), as well as external events and
		 opportunities, to women.
• Continuing to look for ways to engage with
		 students, young professionals and CFA candidates
		 to provide them opportunities to meet and hear
		 from women in the finance industry.
• Organizing events in support of the WIIM initiative.

• Forecast Dinner: On April 17, 2018, the CFA
		 Society Ottawa hosted its Annual Forecast Dinner.
		 The event featured introductory remarks by
		 Christine Girvan, Senior Managing Director,
		 MFS Canada and a keynote speech by Christina
		 Romer, Chair of President Obama’s Council of
		 Economic Advisors in 2009-2010 and Professor
		 of Economics at the University of California, Berkeley.
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CAREER DEVELOPMENT

The following was originally published on Enterprising
Investor; reprinted with permission from the CFA Institute.

THE POWER OF APPRECIATION
By Jim Ware, CFA

Posted In: Economics, Leadership,
Management & Communication Skills
Here’s a secret weapon for investment
professionals, and it’s free.
I joke about our industry having ADD: Appreciation
Deficit Disorder. But it’s true. When asked about this
deficit, chief investment officers (CIOs) respond with
straight faces that showing their staff more appreciation will result in:

Appreciation is a greatly under-utilized tool in the
leader’s toolkit. The simple act of appreciating your
staff will pay huge dividends. Some CIOs respond,
correctly, that they don’t want to walk around the
floor giving false praise. Good instinct. We agree.
But here’s a different approach. Appreciation can
simply be the act of paying close attention to someone.
Appreciation means the full awareness or understanding of something. So, you could practice appreciation
by simply asking a staff member how their work is
coming. And then — this is the key — paying close
attention to their response. The skill of “active listening”
— paying very close attention to someone — is based
on appreciation. And active listening can take a grand
total of 30 seconds. It requires no artificial flattery.
Just give your people full attention. Simple.
Other ways to show appreciation?

1. Less work: “They’ll get complacent.”
2. Demands for more money: “They’ll use
		 it as bargaining power.”
Seriously. We hear this from otherwise
intelligent, decent people.
12

1. Acts of Service: After a colleague hosts a
great client meeting, you could say, “That was a
great meeting, let me take care of the follow-up
to show you how much I value your work.”

CAREER DEVELOPMENT CONTINUED
2. Gifts: Using the same example, you could say,
“That was a great meeting, let me buy lunch to show
you how much I value your work.”
3. Words of Praise: Again using the same example,
you could say, “That was a great meeting. The way
you framed the meeting at the outset was excellent,
and the way you fielded their questions — especially
the one on performance — was great.” Of course,
words of praise must be sincere, and specific.
But there is more to appreciation. And this is where
it gets really interesting. Appreciation is a powerful
cultural tool for positive change. As investment
professionals, we’ve all been deeply immersed in the
“problem-solving” paradigm. We are good at analyzing
situations, and then extracting the problems: What’s
wrong with this company? What’s wrong with this
industry? What’s wrong with this employee? It’s so
embedded in our psyches that we can hardly find
language other than: What’s the problem? What’s
the root cause? Where are things screwed up?
But there is another, more effective approach. It is
called “Appreciative Inquiry” and has been researched
and practiced for several decades. And it works.
The chart below depicts the basic difference between
“problem solving” and “appreciative inquiry.”

TRADITIONAL VS. AI
PROBLEM SOLVING:

APPRECIATIVE INQUIRY:

• Identify Problem
• Conduct Root Cause
Analysis
• Brainstorm Solutions
& Analyze
• Develop Action Plans

• Appreciate “What is”
(What gives life?)
• Imagine “What Might Be?”
• Determine “What Should Be”
• Create “What Will Be”

Metaphor: Organizations are
problems to be solved

Metaphor: Organizations
are a solution/mystery to
be embraced.

FOCUS Consulting Group

The big differentiator is the focus of attention.
Traditional problem solving homes in on the defects,
on what’s wrong. Appreciative inquiry focuses on the
successes, on what’s right.
As logical as it sounds — to focus on the positive —
we experience great resistance from investment teams
because they are SO conditioned to solve problems.
Keep in mind, we are not throwing analytical skills
out the window! They are valuable. But the research
is clear: What you focus on grows. So, if you focus on
problems, they get bigger!
Let’s be clear: If you want to fix a flat tire, you
focus on the flat tire and find a new, functional tire
to replace it. The mistake comes when you treat
people — or teams — as machines or parts of
machines, as the tires, for example.
When you do this, you fall into the trap of
reinforcing the negative.
An example may help. Imagine your functional groups
are experiencing turfism, jealousy, and conflict. You
decide to have a team-building intervention as recommended by traditional conflict resolution consultants.
This sort of intervention would call for:
“Managers to articulate why they see one another as
troublesome or problematic. Following the perseverance effect in social cognition theory, once one puts
forth a causal explanation for one’s belief, the belief
is actually strengthened. Therefore, if one were to say
one sees a co-worker as crabby and unapproachable
because the co-worker is selfish, moody, and insecure
the chances would be greater that, merely because
one formed and articulated this causal explanation,
one’s belief about the co-worker would be stronger.
One becomes even more convinced that the co-worker
is selfish, moody, and insecure.”
And often these kinds of intervention make the
problems worse. Because you focus on and reinforce
the “stories” about one another.
13

CAREER DEVELOPMENT CONTINUED
We use a different approach — the appreciative one
— with good results. A recent example involves the
two big departments in a state agency: investments
and benefits delivery.
We met with the department leaders and their senior
teams for an intervention. And instead of dragging
in the “elephants” and slaying them one by one, we
worked with the appreciative approach: What’s working? We largely ignored the stated problems and went
directly to: What successes has the agency experienced? What are you most proud of? Team members
spent a few minutes privately writing them down,
then shared them with a neighbor.
The positive energy in the room was palpable. We
then asked what had happened since our last meeting,
two months before, that was positive. Again, the
group was able to name lots of changes and behaviors
that contributed to better communication, more trust,
and higher effectiveness. Our questions to the group
were aimed at teasing out the best practices. So,
when one pair of team members talked about their
improved communication, we asked questions like,
“What specifically allowed for the improvement?”
And then their attention naturally went to the things
that were working.
Admittedly, the agency had made changes to
their personnel during this time period. And it
helped. They moved out the people who were
underperforming. Of course, we do not believe
that Appreciative Inquiry replaces the need to
have strong players in the right roles.

When the piles were analyzed, the results were clear:
Critical reviews were considered “smart” while complimentary reviews — “your family will love this
show ... It is a really feel-good experience” — were
put in the not-so-smart pile.
Here’s the catch: All the reviews were written by the
same person! We look smarter when we are being
critical. Again, we love to look smart.
We also resist the appreciative approach to change
because it smacks of “polyanna-ish” thinking. How
can we solve the hard issues, when we are simply
rolling around in this positive fluff? Let’s be clear:
We don’t recommend that you ignore tough issues.
(Or stay with underperformers.) Quite the opposite.
Acknowledge them and resolve them. Just don’t fall
into the trap of “worshiping the problems,” as one
of our clients calls it. Admittedly, sometimes the
feelings about bad team dynamics run so deep that
a period of venting is needed — the classic, “Get it
off your chest” catharsis. Fine, but then return to
the appreciative premise: What’s working in the
organization or the team?
Further, don’t confuse this approach to improving
team dynamics with the critical thinking that helps
with investment decisions. That sort of critical
thinking is vital in the analysis of investment
decisions. The trick is to turn off that critical
thinking when you move to interpersonal issues.
You won’t help a team perform better by criticizing
them. And you won’t help an individual raise their
game by dwelling on their flaws.
Try it. You’ll like it.

So, if the appreciative approach is so much more
effective than traditional problem solving, why isn’t it
used more often? One explanation is that traditional
problem solving makes us look more intelligent. And
don’t we love to look smart!
Studies in this regard are telling. A clever researcher
asked a control group to read Broadway theater
reviews. Participants were asked to sort them into
two piles: smart reviewers and not-so-smart reviewers.
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Read online: https://blogs.cfainstitute.org/investor/2018/08/07/the-power-of-appreciation/
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